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Human Kind: Imagination 
Written by Zanni Louise | Illustrated by Missy Turner
Hardback Picture book

• Goes beyond EI (emotional intelligence) to explore VI (values intelligence)

• Encourages a ‘more than me’ view of the world, celebrating community values as the binding 
agent of relationships

• Is written with warmth, charm and simplicity, and through a cast of characters explores 
children’s everyday experiences and identifies the important role values play in good decision 
making

• Each book includes supporting notes for parents and carers to extend the discussion of values 
at home or in classrooms

• Upcoming titles in the series: Resilience, Imagination, Self-belief, Friendship and Teamwork 

Imagination can make ordinary things magical. Your imagination allows 
you to create something out of nothing. It helps you to come up with new 
ideas, to solve problems and to understand how others might feel. There 
are many ways to be imaginative ...

Human Kind teaches the 
importance of a little good in 
a big world...

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
• Zanni Louise is the author of 12 books 

for children, including picture books and 
chapter books for young readers

• Titles include Errol!, Tiggy and the Magic 
Paintbrush, and her sparkling new fiction 
series, Stardust School of Dance. Her 
books are sold internationally, and have 
been long-listed in the CBCA Awards

• Zanni tours Australia, visiting schools, 
festivals, and running workshops for 
adults. Zanni lives in Northern NSW 

SPECIFICATIONS
Pub Date: June 2021
RRP: A$19.99
ISBN:9781922514271
Age: 3+ years
Category: Children’s
Subject: Picture book
Binding: Hardback
Format: 210 x 273mm
Extent: 32pp + cover
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The Bounty of Bootless Ben  
Written & Illustrated by Mitchell Toy
Hardback Picture Book

• Mitchell Toy's third book is the ultimate treasure hunt - where you'll find not only a pot of gold 
at the end, but something even more valuable. 

• Mitchell's distinctive style reaches new heights in this third book; taking readers to the depths 
of the ocean, a pirate graveyard, a shipwreck now home to some tiny pirates, and even a 
hidden treasure trove!

• Children will adore scoping out each page and finding hidden details like the keys tucked 
away on every page.

• Told through Mitchell's rollicking rhyme, The Bounty of Bootless Ben is more than just an 
adventure tale, it's a story about family, friendship and finding buried treasure in the most 
unlikely of places. 

Follow the treasure trail! 
 
Behold the map of Bootless Ben, a buccaneer of dread,  
When life is full of lemons, try the pirate life instead!  
Begin a grand adventure to collect the hidden keys,  
And claim the greatest bounty ever found upon the seas.  
 
Australian author–illustrator Mitchell Toy ignites the swashbuckling spirit of a real-
life treasure hunt through his rollicking rhyme and incredible artwork, with each 
page filled with spectacular hidden details.

Mitchell Toy ignites the 
swashbuckling spirit of a 
real-life treasure hunt! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
•  Mitchell grew up in Melbourne where 

his passion and love for the city inspired 
him to self-publish his first children’s 
book, The Midnight Tram. The book has 
now been reborn with Five Mile as The 
Midnight City

• Mitchell studied Art History at Oxford, 
his work has been twice exhibited in 
the Fezilla Studio Gallery in Prahran and 
two of his paintings hang in Canberra’s 
Parliament House

•  Mitchell has worked as a cartoonist and 
court sketch artist, among other roles, for 
the Herald Sun newspaper for almost ten 
years.

SPECIFICATIONS
Pub Date: June 2021
RRP: A$24.99
ISBN: 9781922514226
Age: 3 - 9 years
Category: Children’s
Subject: Picture Book
Binding: Hardback
Format: 280 x 227mm
Extent: 32pp  + cover
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Modern Mystic: True Tarot: Book and 
Tarot Deck
Boxed Set

• Learning Tarot has never been easier, with the Modern Mystic True Tarot box set; complete 
with a instructional guidebook filled with insights and step by step instructions plus 78 
uniquely illustrated Tarot cards.

• This all-in-one boxset is ideal for beginners or the perfect addition in any mystic's collection.

• The fresh, minimalist design is everything the modern mystic could want to refresh their 
collection, or update their deck.

 
Unlock the power of the Tarot with the Modern Mystic! 
  
Learn how to guide and interpret a Tarot reading with this fantastic 
guidebook and Tarot deck set! Featuring easy step-by-step instructions, 
this book is perfect for beginners or a fantastic addition to any mystic’s 
collection. 
 

Unlock the power of the 
Tarot with the Modern 
Mystic!

ABOUT THE BRAND
• You have the power! This empowering 

range of books allows readers to dive 
into the world of modern mysticism and 
enhance their life by learning and using 
ancient practices such as Tarot readings, 
palmistry, star signs and crystals.

• The Illustrator, Harper is a Melbourne-
based tattoo artist with a minimalist, 
modern and clean art style.  Harper 
tattooed for three years in London before 
emigrating to Australia, where she now 
works at one of the best tattoo studios in 
Melbourne. Harper’s work is romantic and 
feminine, exploring the concepts of love, 
emotions and inner growth 
 

SPECIFICATIONS
Pub Date: Mid-June 2021
RRP: A$24.99
ISBN: 9781922514233
Category: Adult 
Subject: Mind / Body / Spirit
Binding: Boxed Set
Format: Book 210 x 105mm / Cards: 102 x 

69mm 
Extent: Book: 96pp Text + Cover + Outer 

Case + ends + 156pp Cards + 1 Tray + 1 
Card box
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Modern Mystic: Manifest Your Future: 
Book and Affirmation Cards
Boxed Set

• Learning to manifest has never been easier, with the Modern Mystic Manifest Your Future box 
set; complete with a instructional guidebook filled with insights and step by step instructions 
plus 78 uniquely illustrated manifesting cards.

• Manifesting was a top trend in 2020 on TikTok, bringing more awareness to manifesting and 
more people looking to learn about this topic.

• This all-in-one boxset is ideal for beginners or the perfect addition in any mystic's collection.

• The fresh, minimalist design is everything the modern mystic could want to refresh or update 
their collection.

 
Unlock the power of manifesting with the Modern Mystic! 
  
Learn how to manifest your ideal life with this fantastic guidebook and 
affirmation card set! Featuring easy step-by-step instructions and different 
manifesting techniques, this book is perfect for beginners or a fantastic 
addition to any mystic’s collection. 
 

Unlock the power of 
manifesting with the 
Modern Mystic!

ABOUT THE BRAND 
• You have the power! This empowering 

range of books allows readers to dive 
into the world of modern mysticism and 
enhance their life by learning and using 
ancient practices such as Tarot readings, 
palmistry, star signs and crystals.

• The Illustrator, Harper is a Melbourne-
based tattoo artist with a minimalist, 
modern and clean art style.  Harper 
tattooed for three years in London before 
emigrating to Australia, where she now 
works at one of the best tattoo studios in 
Melbourne. Harper’s work is romantic and 
feminine, exploring the concepts of love, 
emotions and inner growth.  

SPECIFICATIONS
Pub Date: Mid-June 2021
RRP: A$24.99
ISBN: 9781922514240
Category: Adult 
Subject: Mind / Body / Spirit
Binding: Boxed Set
Format: Book 210 x 105mm / Cards: 170 x 

120mm 
Extent: Book: 96pp Text + Cover + Outer 

Case + ends + 156pp Cards + 1 Tray + 1 
Card box
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Five Mile Books
hello@fivemile.com.au
fivemile.com.au
@fivemilebooks

RDS Customer Service
Orders: orders@regencydistributionservices.com.au
Returns: rdsreturns@regencydistributionservices.com.au

Don’t forget you can use the Customer Portal to  
check your order status, download copies of invoices  
and get price & availability information.

Tel: +61 2 8884 4075
E: customer.service@regencymedia.com.au


